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How can we wipe out the stigma attached to the fact that a woman has to be married 

at this stage? 

Woman can wipe this out by being her authentic self. When and if a woman prefers to 

focus on her career or spiritual development, she develops an inner vibration of her 

own soul and substance. When a woman has the courage to embrace her own 

womanhood, it connects deeply and profoundly to everybody and her soul and 

substance becomes apparent. This is not ego. Substance is the core you share with 

the world, and it is a reflection of who you really are. It is an inner confidence that 

shine through. This dynamic vibration overshadows the old traditional view that a 

woman must be married by the age of 30. Women can wipe out the traditional 

picture of a woman that must be married when the inner picture of herself, of who she 

really is, shines through. It depends largely on the woman herself, if she is clear and 

focused on who and what she is and what her journey of life is. Clarity of mind and 

focus is important.  

 

How does society contribute to this kind of pressure? 

Society is divided into many sub-cultures. These sub-cultures vary from very 

conservative to more lenient. By and large, society still fantasise or idealise a married 

woman with two kids, a dog and a white picket fence. For the really traditional 

society, anything but the above mentioned is anormal as it does not fit their traditional 

framework of gender roles. These days society has less direct pressure on women but 

indirect expectations are still strong. The media use this to sell products. The concept 

of diversity is difficult for people to accept. By the subtle pressure of questions asked 

by family members and relatives, many women will still get married just to fit the 

picture and not be out of line. These days, however, there are successful women in 

their early thirties and forties who are living the life they choose.  

How do these women deal with their relationship with men? 

This again, depends on the individual. If a woman has inner self-confidence and she 

embraces her womanhood and has a clear picture of her values and parameters, it is 

easier. She then deals with her relationships with men in the most appropriate and 

suitable way for her at that specific moment. Many men might still have the idea that 

they do single woman a favour to sleep with them because they need sex. But if a 

woman’s attitude and behaviour is clear and focused she can say yes or no without 

hesitation, because she knows her parameters. This gets reflected through her non-

verbal behaviour. Sometimes there can be a silent consent for a sexual relationship, 

but as long as the woman is clear in what she wants, it is fine. These days it is natural for 

a woman to phone and invite men out. It is also generally accepted that women pay, 

either for themselves, or sometimes offer to pay for both. The expense of modern day 

living makes it much easier if both can contribute financially.  



How can a woman be emotionally prepared for marriage? 

The ideal marriage is still unpublished. It is difficult to be prepared. There are certain 

guidelines to follow: The couple (not only the woman) need to contract on various 

issues, for example money issues. It is best to have a contract as if we split tomorrow. 

Preparation for marriage means knowing each others’ values in important things like 

Money; Your money, My money, Our money. Upbringing of children, pleasure, time 

away from each other, recreation, obligations, duties. It also has to indicate if the 

partner feels comfortable when long working hours and maybe weekends away for 

team-building are involved. It doesn’t matter whether it is the man or the woman. 

Marriage today differs vastly from the traditional marriages where the woman was 

subordinate and even a minor in the relationship. She had to take what was dished 

out to her. It is advisable to take time to get to know your partner before the marriage. 

None of the irrational behaviour or irrational thoughts will go away. As a matter of fact, 

they will become even more irritable after marriage. Preparation for marriage is really 

to know what your needs and wants are and how your needs and wants fit in with 

your partner’s. Be open to explore new things, be clear minded but not rigid. When 

possible, go through a pre-marriage counseling course at a registered counselor. 

Many psychologists are registered marriage counselors as well as some church 

ministers.  

General advice on this topic... 

Get to know yourself. Realise that no one person can satisfy all your needs. Be 

prepared to be your own best friend. It is said that one’s first marriage is to yourself. 

When a woman marries for need, she is dependent, but when she marries for want, it is 

an easier relationship. Always keep on developing being married, does not equal 

losing your own identity. Many woman these days keep their own surname as a 

symbol of separate identity. One normally feels attracted to someone who you 

subconsciously feel can heal your childhood wounds (needs). Your spouse is not your 

mother or father substitute. They cannot fulfill your unmet needs. Sort that out with a 

counselor before your get married. Be careful not to have a parent/child relationship 

in a marriage but and adult/adult relationship. That is the only relationship that is long 

lasting. 

  
 


